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Session outline

● A bit about you & me

● Arrested development

● Duty to consult: our evolving understanding

● Re-storying Canada



A bit about me



A bit about my heritage
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A bit about you

In small groups, share the 
story of your family’s 

connection to this land



“Meaningful history requires effort”



Arrested development

Image credit: https://business.financialpost.com/features/arrested-development

As part of a four-month investigation, the Financial Post identified as many as 35 
projects, worth $129 billion, that have been stalled or cancelled due to opposition 

from environmental, aboriginal and/or community groups.



TransMountain Pipeline Expansion
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Duty to consult: our evolving understanding



What doesn’t change

● Indigenous peoples have collectively held rights to the land that are unique 
from rights of other Canadians and unique to each nation

● The purpose of consulting with Indigenous peoples is to truly understand the 
potential impact of development on unique rights

● The purpose of accommodation is to work together in good faith, with 
mutual respect, to address impact of development on unique rights

● Meaningful consultation requires an authentic relationship, which often 
requires mutual trust, recognition, commitment, and vulnerability



What needs to change

Meaningful consultation requires an authentic 

relationship, which often requires mutual trust, 

recognition, commitment, and vulnerability



Re-storying Canada
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Re-storying Canada

Community members voices their 
concerns over Algonquin Land 
Claim

April, 2013

The reason for this meeting is so community members 
of councils from across municipalities, within the land 
claim area, can come together and hopefully create a 
voice that will carry some weight, Florent went on to 
say...

From public fishing, and hunting, to accessibility and 
wildlife concerns – the land transfers from public to 
private, will affect Ontario’s culture, Demille continued.

Link to news article here

http://valleygazette.ca/content/2013201320132013/aprapr/community-members-voices-their-concerns-over-algonquin-land-claim


Re-storying Canada

'Reconciliation in its best 
form': B.C. rancher gives 
land back to his First 
Nation neighbours

May, 2017

When an 86-year-old retired rancher 
donated half his land to a B.C. First 
Nation this week, it was not so much a 
gift as an act of reconciliation, says 
Esk'etemc Chief Charlene Belleau.

Link to news article here

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happens-friday-edition-1.4112585/reconciliation-in-its-best-form-b-c-rancher-gives-land-back-to-his-first-nation-neighbours-1.4112589


Re-storying Canada
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